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Peak 2015 marked the tipping point of online vs instore sales, with online ecommerce being
the preferred place to shop. Retailers were ready for the rush to stores, only to see stores
largely empty and staff waiting for customers at cash registers.
In the Peak Operations Room at Salmon we saw this trend in real-time, with a tsunami of traffic
hitting our customer sites on (and prior to) Black Friday. We also saw the predicted spread of
online selling, with our operations room forced into action on Wednesday morning rather than
Thursday evening, as we initially anticipated it would be needed.
Retailers were mostly prepared – although traffic volumes exceeded expectations once again,
and the hard work in preparing these sites for the higher load of traffic paid off during this time.
As a general indicator, traffic was close to the limit of what these sites could handle, and in
some cases waiting rooms were activated as the thresholds of comfort - in terms of response
time and site availability - were crossed.
This article looks at how Peak 2015 differed from previous years, and shines light on the
areas that could be improved. It’s aimed at business leaders in retail operators challenged
with maximising revenue streams, and provides a playbook for setting up your business for a
successful Peak 2016.
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In 2015 more consumers favoured online over store shopping for the first time during Black Friday*.

TREND #1 - STORE TRAFFIC VS ONLINE TRAFFIC
Each peak period brings a new batch of surprises, and one of the things that caught retailers
off-guard in 2015 was the lack of instore traffic. Stores which had seen near riots a few years
earlier, were placid places with almost normal footfall patterns.
We believe this is the continuation of a trend towards online shopping as the primary method
of acquisition of goods and services. The convenience of being able to shop from your couch,
during idle minutes at work, on the train and the ease of experience with online shopping now

MARKETING TRENDS

across devices, is capturing customers at an ever increasing rate. Why go to the store, which
has been tarnished in previous years at peak with poor customer experiences of waiting in line
to checkout, or jostle with others trying to get bargains before they are gone, when you can do
so without any of the hassle online?
2015 marked the tipping point for this shift from instore to online shopping as the primary mode
of buying in the US*. Expect to see a lot more of this in the UK, as the convenience of online
ordering trumps the expense and trouble of going to store for most product categories.

*Source: National Retail Federation (US study), Dec 2015
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Combined Online Sales and Orders 2014 and 2015
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Chart displays an accurate indication of trends. Exact numbers removed due to client confidentiality.

TREND #2 – BROADENING OF THE SALE PERIOD BEYOND BLACK FRIDAY
Peak has been traditionally identified as “Black Friday” and “Cyber Monday” - two specific
days when sales traditionally reached their zenith. However what we are seeing in the online
traffic patterns, and in retailer and shopper behaviour, is a broadening of this time period,
particularly before these days. Rather than Black Friday we are now experiencing Black
Friday week or what we’re calling “Black Fiveday” covering the Thursday through to Cyber
Monday.
Take a look at the graph above showing online orders recorded by Salmon across this period.
What you will notice is Black Friday still rules to roost - with a marked increase in 2015 - but
the days before it are showing a higher year-on-year uptick, and the days after it are showing
lower year-on-year uptick.
At the IMRG Peak Trading 2016 conference, there was general agreement amongst retailers
that they are planning to start their Black Friday promotions before the Friday with the aim
of capturing an overall higher spend across the week. This sounds like a smart move to
Salmon, but to what extent this tactic will impact the following week’s sales and beyond into
December remains to be seen.
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Retailers should aim to stand out – and not run - from the crowd, in a creative way

TREND #3 – GETTING CREATIVE WITH YOUR MARKETING
During Peak 2015 we saw the rise of the counter culture of peak selling. A number of retailers
opted out of Black Friday in a public way. REI (Recreational Equipment, Inc.) for example
declared Black Friday to be an “outdoor day” where customers and employees were urged
to go into the great outdoors and test their products, and closed their retail stores. Asda
suggested it would pass on Black Friday and instead launch deals throughout the Christmas
period – a move that appears to have backfired.
What we are seeing here is an attempt to differentiate. These retailers did not take these steps
with the goal of reducing their revenue. They wanted to differentiate their brand from the
crowd which is running sales and discounting, with the hope that customers will respect that
decision so much that they will gain brand loyalty.
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As sales at peak become the norm, the key
in our opinion is not to run away from peak
selling, but to differentiate that selling in a
unique and creative way. This could take a
number of forms, but the challenge is on for
marketing departments not just to “have a
sale” but to create an innovative way to make
that campaign stand out from the crowd.
Some examples might be:

• A series of sale days with different themes, starting 7 days before Black Friday.
• A super sale day in the week leading up to Black Friday.
• A combination sale where buying an item online, leads to deeper discounts
instore, attracting store traffic which may convert more sale items.
• Financing days, where you can buy items on credit at more favourable terms.
• Sale days associated with events – for example an online concert from a
popular band associating with your product, targeted specifically at millenials
who eschew regular sources of advertising such as email or television.
All of this is underpinned by a quality user experience online and instore, which can
deliver a good experience with peak loads, across all devices.
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THE OPPORTUNITY FOR RETAILERS

GETTING TO CUSTOMERS BEFORE YOUR COMPETITION DOES
These trends reveal our first opportunity. As a retailer, you want to reach customers:
• When they still have money in their pocket and a willingness to spend
• When they’re stilI not tired of shopping online or looking for sales online
• Before your competition does!
If a shopper spends a lot on clothes on the Wednesday before Black Friday, they are less likely
to want to spend a lot on your products (let’s say you sell jewellery) during your Black Friday
sale. The important part here is that your competition in this regard may not even be in your
industry – but by getting to that customer first, your likelihood of securing a sale is higher.
There is also likely a fatigue factor here. People are busy – with work, kids, partners, parents.
This is the reason people are shopping online in the first place. Naturally, as they see and
spend on sales before Black Friday, their eagerness to buy on that day, or across the weekend
afterwards is lower.
The data bears this out in the year-on-year upticks on ecommerce sales and traffic. Simply put,
if you have a sale on Wednesday before “Cyber Weekend” you are likely to sell more than if
your sale is on Cyber Monday.
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Traffic up - Heads down: Salmon’s Peak Operations team in action

TECHNICAL TRENDS IN PEAK OPERATIONS
Peak 2015 saw retailers overcome most of the difficulties of 2014. A lot of work went into
peak stress testing, caching and content delivery systems, raw computing power, application
enhancements and queuing systems to help avoid the crashes and slowdowns of the previous
year. Whilst not perfect, it was a vast improvement.
A lot of focus in 2015 was around ensuring the websites performed speedily, across all
devices. This was achieved by the following means; each one a challenge to pose to your own

TECHNICAL TRENDS

IT department:
• Raw computing power. Many retailers now host their systems on platforms which
allow for much greater scaling of compute power. Cloud systems in particular can be
reconfigured for more CPU, more memory within minutes. Due to their falling cost,
additional servers can be spun up in anticipation of demand. This abundance of
computing power means retailers can “throw compute power” at the problem, and accept
many more transactions than before.
• Content caching. Even more powerful than raw computing power, content delivery
networks (CDNs) can cache content, such as web pages, pictures, product detail pages,
closer to the user accessing that content. In the Peak Operations Room we looked at
Requests Per Second on our servers, and Request Per Second on the content delivery
networks of our customers: in many cases traffic was 5-10 times larger on the CDN than
on our servers. Think of it as a big sturdy umbrella during a monsoon rain – the umbrella
kept us dry ensuring the servers could do the hard work of transacting and payment.
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• Application Enhancements. 2015 saw a new focus on assessing applications for
performance, not just for functionality. Technical teams built into their development plans
time to ensure new releases did not introduce performance problems. A new focus on
DevOps ensured performance, capacity and security considerations were part of every
piece of work entering the ecommerce ecosystem. Kill switches were introduced to allow
us to turn off “expensive” pieces of functionality when the heavy loads hit the systems.
• Stress Testing. Frequent testing of the system with high loads or simulated high loads
ensured problems were seen before the real peak, and the break points of these systems
became “known” rather than guesswork.
• Queuing Systems. For very high loads, or unprepared customers, queuing systems
provided relief by limiting the peak load.
We did see some new areas of fragility however. Let’s take a look at the new areas of focus for
2016 improvement.
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It may be big but is it clever - and primed for the heavy peak period data loads?

FRAGILE AREA #1 – BACK-END SYSTEMS
While the websites performed well, we saw back-end systems that receive the transaction
data falter under the heavy loads. These systems are typically hosted by a retailer in their
data centre, and are based on technology that isn’t expecting high volumes. Often these

NEW AREAS OF FRAGILITY

systems are “batch” in nature – taking in a group of transactions and processing them on set
schedules. When confronted by record sales transactions from the ecommerce system, often
these systems can’t cope. Batch processes fail due to a higher number of transactions than
envisaged. And message queuing systems that send transactions to back-end system in realtime break due to the higher volumes.
The reason for this is often stress testing is limited to “just the website”. This is done to ensure
business continuity – whereas you can take your website offline for an hour or two overnight
to do stress tests, often these back-end systems are processing critical transaction or financial
data during the night, so any outage is considered unacceptable.
We need to find a way to include these systems in our stress tests, so we can remove unknown
areas of fragility from the ecommerce ecosystem.
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FRAGILE AREA #2 – SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE / CLOUD SERVICES
Cloud services are vendors that supply a function to an ecommerce system on their own
infrastructure, rather than buying and installing software on a retailer’s infrastructure. This is a
great idea as it reduces maintenance costs for a retailer, who can simply buy the service they
need. Examples of this include content (pictures of products for instance), reviews, payment
services.
While great for most of the year, this is an area of fragility during peak. A cloud service is
typically shared – many different customers subscribing to the service use the same service.
This sharing at peak can be a problem as the cloud service provider is going to be inundated
with peak traffic from all the customers sharing that service. Now your ecommerce website
is only as responsive as its slowest link, which in some cases is the cloud service that is
experiencing more load than envisaged, or is crashing under the strain.
Imagine your payment service provider crashing and being unable to accept card transactions
during your peak hours. Customers will not know this is not your fault – they will see an
error message and assume that your brand, your team is not up to the task of running an
ecommerce website, and shop elsewhere.
There is no easy answer to this – bringing these services into your infrastructure is costly,
and in some cases impossible. The solution lies in contingency planning. How will your
ecommerce application respond if one of these services is down? Can you code around
that possibility so the site will continue to take orders, or gracefully handle images not being
available.
www.salmon.com
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FRAGILE AREA #3 – THE NAME-AND-SHAME GAME CONTINUES
Name-and-shame is a practice where various pundits on the internet keep tabs on retailers’
ecommerce sites and announce loudly (and gleefully) when they are having problems.
At Salmon we don’t believe in naming-and-shaming – everyone is trying hard to produce a
quality online experience and the complexities that we deal with in ecommerce systems cannot
be underestimated. In some cases the name-and-shame is just plain wrong. We know of a
major online retailer who began their sale period at 1am on Black Friday intentionally, to avoid
the midnight rush of traffic and overlaps with their overnight processing from the previous day.
Many of the name and shame pundits had this retailer as “down for 1hr” without knowing it was
down on purpose!
So let’s bypass this name-and-shame practice. Often problems are fleeting and to announce to
customers a retailer is “having problems” may prevent decent traffic to that site when they are
back up-and-running and fully functional. The opportunity for abuse of this practice is just too
great – we as an industry are better than that and we should show this in 2016.
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CHECKLIST FOR PEAK 2016

TOP 10 “CALL TO ACTION” LIST FOR 2016

1

Come up with a creative, early marketing campaign for peak

2

Stress test your back-end systems for failure points at volume

3

Ask your cloud service providers for 2015 peak performance results

4

Assess your vulnerability to cloud services in your application and
create contingencies for them not being available

5

Do a 2016 pre-peak performance stress test with as many
components in the mix as possible.

6

Invest in a content delivery network (CDN) or other caching capability
before peak

7

Don’t practice naming-and-shaming

8

Think of marketing campaigns that draw people into stores

9

Move to a DevOps model of working to not just design features but
build in performance and security checks

10

Plan for 2016 being the year of online commerce as your primary
sales channel.
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HOW SALMON CAN HELP YOU IN PLANNING FOR PEAK
Salmon is a global digital commerce consultancy that has been at the forefront of commerce
development for over 25 years.
Notably Salmon predicted Black Friday 2015 as Britain’s first £1bn online shopping day – a fact
recognised by IMRG and Experian. We also helped enable this record sales volume, driving the
ecommerce platforms of some of the world’s largest digital commerce installations including
Argos, DFS, GAME, Halfords, Sainsbury’s and Selfridges.
In 2014, we established the UK’s first cross-client Peak Operations Room, where we set up
a dedicated multi-disciplined team of engineers to provide an escalation path for online
operations teams in the event of load-related issues. Click to view a video of the Operations
Room in action in 2015.
Our advance planning for the 2016 peak trading period is in full flow and we’d be happy to
share our expertise to help you get it right for peak. For a start, download our Black Friday
2016 Ecommerce Operations playbook with our compliments.

HELP FROM SALMON

Get in touch via peak@salmon.com.
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ABOUT SALMON
Salmon is a global digital commerce consultancy
– the largest in WPP’s network of companies. We
define and deliver market-changing solutions and
customer journeys for the world’s leading brands.
Established in 1989, with operations in London, New
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Argos, Audi UK, DFS, Halfords, Lloyds Pharmacy,
Premier Farnell, Sainsbury’s and Selfridges.

For more information,
email: info@salmon.com
or visit: www.salmon.com
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